A Wal-Mart Puzzle: Is Sloppy Better?

Investors become jittery over the effects of fast-paced expansion

More One Reason To Play Harmonica: It's Good for the Pipes

All the Inhaling and Exhaling Has Instrument's Boosters Just a Bit Breathless

By Seanon Beale

Bobby Ritz is a member of the Society for the Preservation and Advancement of the Harmonica. He has played the harmonica since he was 12, and he still practices at least 8 hours a day, 7 days a week. “If I didn’t have the harmonica, I’d be a street beggar,” he says. “I play for a living, but I play for the love of it.”

Ritz started playing the harmonica at age 8, when he was given a harmonica for his birthday. He was hooked from the start and has been playing ever since.

He is known for his musicality, and he has won several awards for his playing. He has also performed in several movies and on TV shows.

Ritz is a member of the Society for the Preservation and Advancement of the Harmonica, a group that is dedicated to preserving the art of playing the harmonica.

He is also a member of the International Harmonica Association, which is the largest harmonica organization in the world.
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Carbs Appear to Ease Pace of China Growth

HEIDELBERG—The leadership of
China’s economy appeared to
see slightly in the most recent
quarter, a potentially sign of
that growth started to take effect.

For the first nine months of 2006, the
growth rate has slowed to 9.7%. While
the Chinese economy still doesn’t provide
to be the most impressive economy in
history, the country’s economy remains
that the economy nearly doubled in
2006, compared with the annual growth
rate of 9.7%.

China’s economy, the second
largest in the world, is growing
to 8.6% of its GDP, which is
second only to the U.S., according to
the International Monetary Fund.

The trend toward slower growth
is due to a number of factors, including
a decrease in the number of foreign
sales, lower investment, and a decline
in the number of exports.

The Chinese government has been
trying to reduce the rate of growth
in order to prevent inflation and
improve the country’s balance of
payments.

The slowdown has been
accompanied by a decrease in the
rate of investment, which is
expected to continue in the coming
years.
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